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Weddings are an incredible event.  Friends and family will come together from near and far to celebrate
this monumental occasion so naturally you want to ensure that they enjoy themselves. The big question is
how do we create an event that is memorable for everyone?

There are of course numerous thoughts on this one, but in our humble opinion good food and good wine
go a long way. Remember your wedding is unique in that you may very well have a guest who is nine and
one who is ninety, and it is very likely you will be hosting those who are meeting each other for the first
time.  Here's the thing, we all like to eat and sharing a delicious meal together is a surefire way to create a
sense of community and celebration among your wedding guests.  Investing in your menu is also a way to
show guests your appreciation, and of course it adds a certain sophistication to your event. 

In this section we will focus on catering options and bar service.  In our previous step we selected our
caterer, and so we have a rough estimate of what it will cost to host a meal for our guests.  As we
learned, catering represents one of, if not the largest cost item on our expense sheet and is a function of
our guest count. This makes sense.  The more mouths we have to feed, the more expensive the bill will be.  
For this reason, we need to determine our target guest count so that we can budget accordingly.  To be
clear, you don't need to have your guest list complete or even invites sent out, but you will need to know
how many people to plan for.  You may also want to factor in your vendors.  It is not a requirement but
certainly a nicety to consider, and some caterers offer reduced rates for industry professionals. 

The two main questions we get asked at this stage in the planning phase is 'buffet vs plated service' and
'open vs cash bar'.  They are all great options, it depends what you are looking for and more importantly,
what you are looking to spend.  Over the years we have seen them all so we put together a quick list of
pros and cons to help you choose the catering style best suited for your wedding day.

STEP THREE  I  GUEST EXPERIENCE
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PLATED MEAL SERVICE

Couples love the elegance that a plated service offers; meals are delivered directly to the table and there
are no buffet lines to sort through. Guest can all eat at the same time, which makes for a quicker meal
service and often we can time the speeches, cake cutting and any other elements of your reception
between courses. Though this option does require a team of trained waitstaff and a kitchen of size to
accommodate a large guest count, couples can often save on the actual food costs as the caterer will
know the exact number of plates to plan for.  Guests will need to predetermine their meal option at time
of rsvp and this does involve some coordination on your part.  It is also a more formal option which limits
the interaction your guests can have with friends and family at other tables, and some guests may
perceive this as 'stuffy'.  Lastly, our guests have varying appetites and tastes and some may feel that they
did not receive enough food or that there was not enough variety in the courses offered. 

BUFFET OPTION

Buffet style is a terrific option for couples who want to provide their guests with a variety of meal options
and the opportunity to indulge in seconds, or even thirds.  They are often the more affordable catering
style, plus they organically create an environment where guests can freely interact with one another. Some
events may even showcase an action station like a sushi counter or a poutine bar which is a definite way to
enhance the culinary experience.  Drawbacks here are that it is difficult for your caterer to plan food
portions and they will most certainly need to add on surplus pars to accommodate those who will take
additional servings.  It is also a lengthy endeavor to coordinate a large group of people through the buffet
line.  Those at the last table may be starving by the time it is their turn to eat while those who ate first will
be ready for drinks and dancing before speeches have even begun.    
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On to bar service, and more specifically, open bar vs cash bar.  Would you believe that this is the topic
many couples wrestle with the most, and for good reason.  On one hand, you want to host a terrific event
for your nearest and dearest and, let's be honest, you're worried that if you have a cash bar some may
see this as you being 'cheap'. On the other hand an open bar is incredibly costly, a challenge for your bar
team to maintain, especially if fancy cocktails are on the menu, and quite frankly, if not managed correctly,
can be a complete disaster.  

So what's the right answer here?  The advice we offer our clients is to strategically incorporate a bit of
both throughout your wedding day and to tailor your bar service around the moments that will have the
most impact with your guests.  Here are a few ideas to consider.

Offering champagne during cocktail hour always goes a long way.  This is 'the mingle time' and
welcoming our guests with bubbles says ' thank you for being here, let's celebrate'.  From a bar
perspective, champagne is quick to pour, and this is important as guests will likely arrive in surges.

Wine with dinner is also a terrific option to consider.  We recommend a red and a white option that can
be left on the table and guests who prefer something stronger can start their own tab at the bar.
Speeches will likely occur over dinner and wine is an ideal drink to toast plus it pairs well with food, which
will elevate the overall dining experience. 

Having a signature cocktail, shooter or after meal aperitif is another interesting idea for couples to
consider.   This adds a touch of sophistication to the event and can be really fun during the cake cutting
or before the dances.  Functionally, it acts as the finale cocktail and the close of our formal meal service.  



As you can see, timing is everything.  Having a drink in hand at the right time goes a long way in creating a
hospitable experience for your guests.  It would be a touch awkward to toast without something to toast
with right? Feels like something is missing.  Lesson here is pairing your bar service to the 'big moments' is
more important than offering endless drink tickets.  

We intentionally devoted a lot of attention to food and beverage in this section.  It can be very challenging
to entertain a diverse mix of people, but no matter the audience, good food, good drink and good
company are things we can all appreciate.   There are of course a number of other ways to ensure a
memorable experience for your friends and family, let us take you through a few of our favorites.

Photobooths.  Digital or DIY we love them all and so will your guests.  They are interactive, easy to
manage and a little souvenir to take away... plus you will get copies of all these amazing photos!

A great DJ or live band always adds energy to an event.  Music that is iconic of an era in your life or
those classic tunes we all know and love will definitely have your guests smiling and singing along.

Let's eat some more!  Late night salty snacks or food trucks are fun. If dinner was formal maybe here is
an opportunity to incorporate those action stations like sizzling prawns or a build your own nacho bar.
Gourmet popcorn is always a win, especially if you have a few flavor shakers to spice it up.

A really beautiful and decadent dessert table.  Remember we eat with our eyes + our stomachs and
dessert tables can be a work of art that adds to your overall decor... and we all love bite size anything. 

Hand crafted, gourmet Popsicle on a hot summer day?  Yes please.   We love this one for a non alcoholic
treat especially if you have a summer wedding or youngsters in the crowd.

DOWN THE AISLE LIBRARY RESOURCES

A Complete Guide to Wedding Catering Styles +  Advice on Wine Pairing 
Sample Wedding Playlists and the Classically Requested Songs
How to DIY your Wedding Dessert Table like a Pro
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All that you are is all that I'll ever need. - ED SHEERAN
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T O  B E  A  P A R T  O F  Y O U R  W E D D I N G  P L A N N I N G

W E  A R E  G R A T E F U L  A N D  H O N O R E D



LEARN MORE ABOUT US

Down the Aisle YYC
www.downtheaisleyyc.com

Follow us on Instagram @downtheaisleyyc 

https://www.downtheaisleyyc.com/

